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Daily Chores in History *2021 
Grade: 4th  

Setting:  Bobcat Ridge (Inside and around the Cabin) 

Theme (Bottom Line):  Everyone in the family, even children, had to contribute to the 

families’ everyday survival and success 100 years ago. 

Description:  Children learn what it was like to live in the pioneer cabin; learn about the 

first family that built and lived in the cabin; and discover some of the chores that children 

would have done to help the family while noting the differences that exist between a 

pioneer family routine vs. that of the Native American families that lived in the area. 

Recommended Time:  25-35 min. 

Recommended Group Size:  10-15 

State Standards: Social Studies Standard 1.1 History:  Understand the nature of 

historical knowledge as a process of inquiry that examines and analyzes how history is 

viewed, constructed, and interpreted.  Social Studies Standard 1.2 History: Analyze 

historical time periods and patterns of continuity and change, through multiple 

perspectives, within and among cultures and societies. 

 

MATERIALS LIST: 

• Photos of cabin and family that lived there 

• Chore jar (set of chores written on paper for a pioneer child and a Native 

American child) 

• Buckets for carrying water 

• Large wash bucket 

• Washboard 

• Bandanas 

• Bar of soap 

• Clothesline and clothes pins 

 

ENGAGE: 
• Welcome students to school.  Introduce self.   

• Have the children look around the inside of the cabin (the cabin was built in 

1917).  Point out the chinking between the logs (this was redone by the Natural 

Areas staff to resemble the original chinking.  Ask: What is this?  Why did the 

family use this between the logs? This kept out the cold weather in the winter, and 

kept the cabin cool in the summer).   

• Ask them how the size of the cabin relates to the size of their bedroom.  Tell them 

that the original family that built and lived in the cabin were a mom and dad, and 

three kids!  (The family that built the cabin is the Kitchen family—they are the 

same ones that later bought and ran the Masonville Store (in 1921. At the Local 

Economy station, the Kitchen family is the one who runs the store) The kids slept 
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in a loft just under the roof.  (Show photos of the cabin and family.)  Invite them 

to think about things like: 

• How would the family stay warm? (wood burning stove) 

• What would they cook on? (wood burning stove) 

• Where would they go to the bathroom? (outhouse) 

• Where would they get water? (from the pump outside or from a stream) 

Have them think about all the things they would use water for:   

• taking baths (only once a week, everyone in the family using the same 

water) 

• washing clothes (probably done on Mondays) 

• drinking (brought in from the pump and put in a bucket with a dipper to 

drink from) 

• watering the animals (carried by buckets to water troughs for the horses 

and cattle) 

• cooking food (brought into the house in buckets) 

 

EXPLORE/EXPLAIN: 
• Remind students that everyone in the family was important to helping the family 

survive and make a living.  Even the smallest children had jobs to do.   

• Ask them to share with you chores that they do at home.  Some of these are 

similar to what children might have had to do 100 years ago, but there are other 

chores that many kids today have never done.   

• Start with the pioneer chores list.  Show children the “chore jar.”  Explain that it 

contains a bunch of jobs that kids might have had to do to help the family.  Sit in a 

circle and have each child pick out a job from the jar.  Go around the circle and 

have them read their chore, and then discuss what that job entailed and why it was 

important to the family.   

• Remind them about all the needs a family would have for water, and that it would 

have to be brought into the house.  Take kids to the water well and pump. Let 

them pump water into the two buckets and take turns carrying it to the cabin.  

Water is heavy—ask them why they think the pump is so close to the cabin (don’t 

have to carry it as far!). 

 Pour one bucket of water into the large washtub.   

• Explain how people didn’t have electricity or washing machines.  Demonstrate 

with the washboard and soap how clothes were washed.  Let children take turns 

washing bandanas, rubbing soap onto the board and rubbing the bandana against 

the washboard to push the soap through.   

• Have several children pick up the washtub together and dump the water behind 

the cabin (away from the areas where people walk).  Fill the washtub with the 

other bucket of water.  Have the children rinse the bandanas in the clean water. 

Dump out the washtub again and hang out the handkerchiefs on the clothes line to 

dry (this can be tied from a couple of trees behind the cabin before the session 

begins). 
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• Bring the children back to a group and bring out the Chore Jar with the Native 

American children’s chores added.  Note: many of these chores will be similar in 

nature, water still needed to be carried, clothes washed, food gathered, etc. but 

was done in a different way for some. 

• Have children pull a new chore from the jar but ask them to think about how they 

might get this chore done differently if they were a Native American child (i.e. 

water from a stream instead of a pump, gathering food with mom or hunting with 

dad, washing clothes in a river etc. 
 

ELABORATE: 
• Ask: How do chores today compare with 100 years ago?  Think about how you 

would have rationed water for all the uses you needed it for.  Do you need 

electricity to stay clean?  How can we help save water today? 

 

EVALUATE: 
• Remind students that everyday life was harder a century ago than it is today, 

especially in areas like Bobcat Ridge. Everyone in the family had to do their part, 

and every job was important.   

• Ask: Which job do you think would have been the hardest for you to do if you 

lived 100 years ago?  Which jobs have been made easier by technology? 

 


